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Abstract 

Storage and file synchronization have become increasingly important services in our everyday lives. With cloud 

storage providers giving users access to file space in the cloud, one might wonder how efficient these cloud storage 
providers are with their encryption methods. There are many different cloud storage providers and programs to set 

up a cloud storage solution. This paper focuses on two secure cloud storage solutions, Seafile, and NextCloud, and 

determines the efficiency of these cloud storage solutions’ encryption methods. By determining the efficiency of these 

secure cloud storage providers’ encryption methods, it can help others determine which of these providers will fit 

their needs. To determine efficiency, the CPU, memory, and network usage of these cloud storage solutions will be 

measured at idle and when files are being uploaded to them. To measure the CPU, memory, and network usage, 
‘dstat’ will be used to capture their usages and record them to a CSV file. It is expected that both cloud solutions 

will have better performance when they have files being uploaded to them with no encryption. However, with the 

encryption methods of both cloud solutions being lightweight, that was not the case. 

 

Keywords: attacks, cloud efficiency, data encryption, Google cloud, Seafile cloud, security and privacy 

 

Introduction 

 

Today with the rapid development of technology commonly known as Information Technology (IT), we 

can do things that before were difficult if not impossible. IT through its advanced developments we have 

what we also call Cloud Storage. Cloud storage in its basic term would be defined as being a cloud 

computing model that stores data on the internet through a cloud computing provider who manages and 

operates data storage as a service [1]. By this definition, we can understand several things. Cloud storage 

has evolved over time. Initially, the cloud storage can only be used through a third person which can be a 

person, an individual, or an organization [1]. Today, this is no longer the case, cloud storage can be put 

into use by anyone who wishes to have one. Therefore, we have a multitude of cloud storage available to 

any individual, without payment. As said, cloud storage has become popular, we can distinguish them 

like Dropbox, Azure, NextCloud, Google Drive, etc [2-4]. But our work concerns particularly two of these 

cloud storages mentioned namely NextCloud [5] and Seafile. Seafile is a cloud storage just like the others 
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which can be used to store data, encrypt data in transit as in rest [6]. In this study, we are going to 

compare these two cloud storages in terms of efficiency, security, and storage capacity [7, 8]. We first 

discuss of IT in general and cloud computing as information technology has always evolved, in line with 

new technologies but also to meet new demands. The first computers used by companies, the 

mainframes, were dethroned by the mini computing which bowed before the microcomputer but today, 

they compute with the PDAs (personal digital assistant) and smartphones [9, 10]. Computing 

mechanisms are always changing as those are centralized most of the time with the advent of data centers 

and things mentioned before, it goes dematerialized and becomes cloud computing [11]. Computing 

power is virtualized and consumed where and when it is needed and becomes extensible, all thanks to 

the Internet. Whenever we use an application like Facebook, LinkedIn, Gmail, or Hotmail, we are 

involved in cloud computing. Cloud Computing is a major concept in the evolution of computing in 

recent years. This concept refers to the use of the computing and storage capacities of computers and 

servers distributed around the world provided as a service through internet technologies to a multitude 

of external users [12]. Cloud Computing is therefore a concept of deportation to remote servers from 

computer processing traditionally carried out on local computers. Thus, the end users or companies are 

no longer the managers of their own IT capacities but can access many online services without having to 

manage the underlying, often complex infrastructure. Also, data and applications no longer reside on the 

local computer, but in a cloud of remote servers interconnected with the excellent bandwidth essential to 

the fluidity of the system [13, 14] [15]. Therefore, it is certain that there is no any “cloud computing” 

without having a solid, efficient, and reliable “cloud storage” mechanism which reads and writes the data 

and vice versa to/from the storage and cloud applications. 

 

Cloud Storage  

 

Cloud storage is a place where we can store data and this data is accessible wherever it is called by the 

cloud-networked application [16]. Some cloud providers are not demanding as to the amount of data you 

want to store [17]. These providers give users the choice to increase their memory capacity at their 

convenience, at any time, and with some patience, it is possible to build your own super cloud with more 

than 100 GB of free storage. In addition, with a lot of patience (and pestering of user’s plans), it is possible 

to nab more than 225 GB of storage [18]. The research question here is “RQ: Is it possible to continuously 

accommodate user’s demand by all cloud service providers equally in a reliable and secure manner such 

as NextCloud and Seafile otherwise how effective is one versus the other? 

 

Cloud Storage Comparison 

 

NextCloud is one of the most successful cloud storage providers [5, 19]. The effectiveness of NextCloud is 

proven through user reviews around the world. NextCloud is among the providers that ensure that your 

files or documents are protected, NextCloud ensures your identity or your sensitive document is 

encrypted to ensure your privacy. Once your files are in the NextCloud, you are guaranteed security. 

NextCloud server is an efficient, easy-to-use interface is one of the main things that sets NextCloud apart 

from the competition, according to NextCloud. But our goal here with NextCloud efficiency is a little 
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different. By the way, our objective is to see or measure its efficiency in relation to its capacity, i.e., CPU 

usage, network usage, in short, to what extent its efficiency can be demonstrated. Therefore, in our 

testing, we will demonstrate this by a series of tests with different capacities of files and consider when 

files are encrypted and when they are not. We will observe the behavior or variation of CPUs, network 

usage, etc. for this purpose.  

 

Seafile, like NextCloud, is an open-source cloud server that can be used to store data where it is not 

popular like NextCloud, but has the same services and features that other cloud storage providers can 

offer [6, 20] . In this precise research study, it is demonstrated how efficient Seafile is compared to 

NextCloud. According to the results we obtained in our pre-testing of two servers, Seafile is ahead when 

it comes to CPUs usage efficiency, network usage, and capacity to name a few and we provide much 

more detail in the testing section with supporting figures and numbers which will be able to help people 

including businesses, education, and other target fields to understand how the concept of cloud 

computing is closely related with the cloud storage. 

 

When choosing a cloud storage provider, two important aspects are security and efficiency [21, 22]. 

Therefore, by evaluating the encryption and non-encryption efficiency of NextCloud and Seafile, it can 

help users decide which provider to choose. It also can help give users insight as to how efficient the 

encryption methods used are compared to using no encryption depending on the amount and size of files 

being uploaded to the server. In the background section of this article discuss the literature review to give 

a better understanding of the research. Thereafter authors address methodology, which explains how the 

experiment was done. Finally, in the results section, the authors describe the findings from the research 

experiments. 

 

Background and Related Work  

 

Cloud computing is a buzzword in today’s IT environment as Cloud computing keeps seeing new faces 

every day while maintaining its principles. Cloud computing is the fact of having IT services virtually, 

that is to say, everything is controlled by the network or the internet. But, to have a good internet 

connection, you also need a good quality of hardware and software [23]. The hardware is extended here 

by peripheral devices like CPUs, RAM memory, routers, switches, etc. which ensure the connection 

[24]. This research consists of measuring these tools in order to ensure the smooth running of cloud 

computing, in this specific case, we are planning to collect data that demonstrates the role that these tools 

play in the cloud computing environment. As nobody is aware that good management of these tools will 

make it possible to have sufficient space to store more data, and the data center which stores this data can 

function effectively but is not the case.  The data centers continue to operate at low resource utilization 

[25]. This prior work has determined that data centers are struggling with data that are too heavy, 

making them too under-operated, thus the resources are in turn underutilized. Based on our work, we 

have determined that the idle CPU usage is greater than any results from our testing. In our research, we 

also noticed that encrypted files use more memory and network than non-encrypted files, but that is 

something normal since files are encrypted, they use more time, or it takes more to be encrypted and 
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something will happen when trying to decrypt those files. Table 1, below shows basically the results of 

the prior work done by Wang et. al (2021).  

Table 1: Average CPU stats in the number of cores [25]. 

Parameter 
IndexServe 

(500QPS) 

Memeached 

(40KQPS) 

moses 

(400QPS) 

img-dnn 

(2000QPS) 

CPU usage 1.3 2.3 1.5 1.7 

Peak CPU usage 7 7.7 5.2 6.9 

 

Having efficient cloud servers is extremely important, especially when there are many users accessing the 

server at once. Olakanmi and Odeyemi, (2021) propose a novel scheme that has a faster server-aided de-

duplication scheme with an efficient authenticated key agreement [26]. The de-duplication in this scheme 

is performed by the server to remove multiple copies of the same outsourced data. The authenticated key 

agreement also makes the scheme capable of thwarting any attacks related to confidentiality [26, 27]. 

Compared to other state-of-the-art de-duplication schemes, a security, computational, and 

communication cost analysis shows that the proposed scheme has a high performance at low complexity 

and cost [26, 28]. 

 

Cloud servers are used in many different fields and one of those fields is healthcare. A security scheme 

proposed by Olakanmi and Odeyemi (2020) provides effective health information management and 

secure access to patients’ health information in an e-health system [29]. The purpose for this is to reduce 

information management bottlenecks, security, and privacy challenges in the e-health environment  [29, 

30]. Reduced access time through hierarchical storage is another benefit of the proposed scheme. The 

scheme works by having a two-layer security where the first layer uses symmetric encryption to secure 

the exchange of PHI (personal health information) between the MSP (middle-security provider) and the 

patient and the second layer uses a modified CP-ABE (public encryption scheme) to enforce fine-grained 

access control on the uploaded PHI. In this scenario, the patient has a wearable medical device with low 

computational power. Due to the low computational power, the attribute-based encryption is pushed to 

the MSP. The work is then further subdivided into two parts, the framework for effective management of 

PHI in the e-health system and the expressible access control scheme for fog-enhanced e-health systems 

[29, 31]. 

 

Many cloud servers must process large amounts of data and having an efficient computation offloading 

scheme is vital for this as it can speed up tasks and save energy. A computation offloading scheme in Fog-

Cloud-IoT environments (SecOFF-FCIoT) proposed by Alli and Alam (2019) makes use of machine 

learning strategies to accomplish efficient, secure offloading in a FoG-IoT setting [32]. The scheme is also 

secure and if effective in balancing the trade-off between latency and energy consumption. In the 

implementation, the scheme was also shown to have a marginal delay and negligible energy 

consumption, making the scheme robust. 

 

With the growth of the vehicular cloud, cloud servers will need to keep up with the growth to efficiently 

compute the data. Mistareehi et al., (2021) propose a secure and distributed architecture for the vehicular 

cloud [33]. This architecture uses cloud servers to give vehicles services such as parking management, 
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accident alert, traffic updates, and cooperative driving. The architecture ensures the privacy of vehicles 

and supports scalable and secure message dissemination using the vehicular infrastructure. The 

distributed architecture for the vehicular cloud is hierarchical and it consists of vehicles, RSUs (roadside 

units), regional clouds, and the central cloud. The vehicles and RSUs communicate with each other and 

from the results, it show the RSUs has less computation overhead as compared to the vehicles. With 

respect to energy consumption and throughput, when messages are encrypted, they have little overhead. 

 

When using cloud servers, it is important to reduce data redundancies and bandwidth for users as much 

as possible. Zhang et al. (2021) propose a secure and efficient data deduplication scheme (SED) in a joint 

cloud storage system without depending on the help of a trusted key server (KS) [34]. SED is shown to 

effectively eliminate data redundancies with low computational complexity and communication and 

storage overhead but with SED, the usability of the client-side is increased. The proposed SED is made up 

of five components: system setup, data outsourcing, data access, data update, and data sharing. In the 

system setup, users and the cloud servers perform the initialization and mutual authentication. The data 

outsourcing phase is where the data is encrypted and stored in cloud storage providers hence data access 

is the phase where users can retrieve their data and the last two phases, data update and data sharing is 

where the users can respectively update and share their data in the cloud [34, 35]. 

 

Methodology 

 

In this research, our technique for testing encryption performance for these cloud servers is by running 

tests that capture the Central Processing Unit (CPU), network, and memory usage of the server computer. 

We will run seven different tests for each server. The first test is an idle run for five minutes, to see the 

CPU, network, and memory usage while the server is running, and nothing is being uploaded. The next 

two tests measure the performance of many small files being uploaded to the server. There will be 10,000 

files of 5 kilobytes each uploaded to the server in first an encrypted folder and then a folder that has no 

encryption. After that, the next two tests will be 100 files of 20 megabytes each in both an encrypted 

folder and a folder with no encryption. The last two tests will be 2 files of 1 gigabyte each in an encrypted 

folder and a folder that is not encrypted. While each of these tests are being performed, we will be using a 

Linux command line tool called “dstat” to measure the server computer’s CPU, network, and memory 

usage. We will then export the results to a CSV file to analyze the results. Once we collect all the results 

from “dstat”, we will take the average of the CPU user percentage, CPU system percentage, CPU idle 

percentage, CPU wait percentage, network receive, network send, memory used, and memory free. With 

that data we will compare these averages against the idle test of the same server and encryption and 

decryption performance of the same test (i.e., comparing Seafile 100 20 MB file encryption against Seafile 

100 20 MB file no encryption). This project the experiment testbed is running on Ubuntu 18.0.4 with 4GB 

of memory and an Intel i7 processor (CPU). Figure 2 depicts the methodology testing process. There will 

be a total of 14 tests, 7 on Seafile and 7 on NextCloud in the states shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Methodology testing process 

 

Results 

 

This section present excremental results to evaluate and compare the Seafile cloud based solutions with 

NextCloud cloud based solutions.  

 

Seafile Idle Results 

 

Table 2 presents the CPU, network, and memory usage of the server computer with no files being 

uploaded to it. This is done as a baseline test for the Seafile server. 

 
Table 2: Seafile idle results 

CPU User Avg CPU Sys Avg CPU Idle Avg CPU Wait Avg 

8.3% .427% 90% 1.2% 

Network Receive Avg Network Send Average 

364.4 Bytes/Second 26.01 Bytes/Second 

Memory Used Avg Memory Free Avg 

3154 Megabytes 1757 Megabytes 

 

Seafile 10,000, 5 KB File Encryption Results 

Table 3 shows the CPU, network, and memory usage of the server computer with 10,000, 5 KB files being 

uploaded into an encrypted folder. These results show increased usage in CPU, network, and memory 

compared to the idle test, as expected. 

Table 3. Seafile 10,000, 5 KB file encryption results 
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CPU User Avg CPU Sys Avg CPU Idle Avg CPU Wait Avg 

30.39% 1.96% 59.11% 9.92% 

Network Receive Avg Network Send Average 

26.518 Kilobytes/Second 25.84 Kilobytes/Second 

Memory Used Avg Memory Free Avg 

3529 Megabytes 1374 Megabytes 

 

 

Seafile 10,000, 5 KB File No Encryption Results 

 

Table 4 explains the CPU, network, and memory usage of the server computer with 10,000, 5 KB files 

being uploaded into a non-encrypted folder. The results are like Table II, and it shows that there is little 

difference in terms of efficiency of encryption verses no encryption when 10,000 files of 5 KB each are 

uploaded to Seafile. 

 

Table 4. Seafile 10,000, 5 KB file no encryption results 

CPU User Avg CPU Sys Avg CPU Idle Avg CPU Wait Avg 

30.95% 2.05% 57.06% 9.92% 

Network Receive Avg Network Send Average 

26.489 Kilobytes/Second 25.83 Kilobytes/Second 

Memory Used Avg Memory Free Avg 

3492 Megabytes 1579 Megabytes 

 

Seafile 100, 20 MB File Encryption Results 

Table 5 presents the CPU, network, and memory usage of the server computer with 100, 20 MB files being 

uploaded into an encrypted folder. CPU usage is down compared to Table II and Table III, but the 

network and memory usage is up. 

 

Table 5. Seafile 100, 20 MB file encryption results 
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CPU User Avg CPU Sys Avg CPU Idle Avg CPU Wait Avg 

12.95% 2.98% 78.87% 5.17% 

Network Receive Avg Network Send Average 

685 Kilobytes/Second 12.58 Kilobytes/Second 

Memory Used Avg Memory Free Avg 

3610 Megabytes 1304 Megabytes 

 

Seafile 100, 20 MB File No Encryption Results 

Table V shows the CPU, network, and memory usage of the server computer with 100, 20 MB files being 

uploaded into a non-encrypted folder. The results are like Table IV, and it shows that there is little 

difference in terms of efficiency of encryption verses no encryption when 100 files of 20 MB each are 

uploaded to Seafile. 

Table 6. Seafile 100, 20 MB file no encryption results 

CPU User Avg CPU Sys Avg CPU Idle Avg CPU Wait Avg 

13.69% 2.91% 79.11% 4.27% 

Network Receive Avg Network Send Average 

700 Kilobytes/Second 12.74 Kilobytes/Second 

Memory Used Avg Memory Free Avg 

3707 Megabytes 1291 Megabytes 

 

Seafile 2, 1 GB File Encryption Results 

Table 7 explains the CPU, network, and memory usage of the server computer with 2, 1 GB files being 

uploaded into an encrypted folder. CPU and memory usage is down compared to Table IV and Table V, 

but network usage is up. 
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Table 7. Seafile 2, 1 GB file encryption results 

CPU User Avg CPU Sys Avg CPU Idle Avg CPU Wait Avg 

9.42% 3.03% 85.5% 2.03% 

Network Receive Avg Network Send Average 

837 Kilobytes/Second 15 Kilobytes/Second 

Memory Used Avg Memory Free Avg 

2049 Megabytes 1302 Megabytes 

 

Seafile 2, 1 GB File No Encryption Results 

Table 8 presents the CPU, network, and memory usage of the server computer with 2, 1 GB files being 

uploaded into a non-encrypted folder. The results show a slight increase in CPU, memory, and network 

usage but not by a significant amount. 

Table 8. Seafile 2, 1 GB file no encryption results 

CPU User Avg CPU Sys Avg CPU Idle Avg CPU Wait Avg 

9.98% 3.28% 84.63% 2.1% 

Network Receive Avg Network Send Average 

919 Kilobytes/Second 16 Kilobytes/Second 

Memory Used Avg Memory Free Avg 

2126 Megabytes 1402 Megabytes 

 

NextCloud Idle Results 

Table 9 shows the CPU, network, and memory usage of the server computer with no files being uploaded 

to it. This test is a baseline test for the NextCloud server. 
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Table 9. NextCloud idle results 

CPU User Avg CPU Sys Avg CPU Idle Avg CPU Wait Avg 

6.9% .87% 91.94% .27% 

Network Receive Avg Network Send Average 

422.3 Bytes/Second 103.13 Bytes/Second 

Memory Used Avg Memory Free Avg 

2024 Megabytes 2878 Megabytes 

 

NextCloud 10,000, 5 KB File Encryption Results 

Table 10 presents the CPU, network, and memory usage of the server computer with 10,000, 5 KB files 

being uploaded into an encrypted folder. The results show nearly all the CPU was used. 

Table 10. NextCloud 10,000, 5 KB file encryption results 

CPU User Avg CPU Sys Avg CPU Idle Avg CPU Wait Avg 

96.59% 2.57% .82% .009% 

Network Receive Avg Network Send Average 

8.8 Kilobytes/Second 9.08 Kilobytes/Second 

Memory Used Avg Memory Free Avg 

2157 Megabytes 7672 Megabytes 

 

NextCloud 10,000, 5 KB File No Encryption Results 

Table 11 explains the CPU, network, and memory usage of the server computer with 10,000, 5 KB files 

being uploaded into a non-encrypted folder. The results are like Table IX, and it shows that there is little 

difference in terms of efficiency of encryption verses no encryption when 10,000 files of 5 KB each are 

uploaded to NextCloud. 
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Table 11. NextCloud 10,000, 5 KB file no encryption results 

CPU User Avg CPU Sys Avg CPU Idle Avg CPU Wait Avg 

96.93% 2.39% .66% .006% 

Network Receive Avg Network Send Average 

9.17 Kilobytes/Second 9.54 Kilobytes/Second 

Memory Used Avg Memory Free Avg 

1856 Megabytes 1271 Megabytes 

 

NextCloud 100, 20 MB File Encryption Results 

 

Table 12 shows the CPU, network, and memory usage of the server computer with 100, 20 MB files being 

uploaded into an encrypted folder. The results show significantly less CPU is used compared to Table 10-

11. 

 

Table 12. NextCloud 100, 20 MB file encryption results 

CPU User Avg CPU Sys Avg CPU Idle Avg CPU Wait Avg 

10.14% 1.39% 86.35% 2.1% 

Network Receive Avg Network Send Average 

634.97 Kilobytes/Second 12.95 Kilobytes/Second 

Memory Used Avg Memory Free Avg 

2098 Megabytes 2316 Megabytes 

 

NextCloud 100, 20 MB File No Encryption Results 

Table 13 presents the CPU, network, and memory usage of the server computer with 100, 20 MB files 

being uploaded into a non-encrypted folder. The results show that there is slightly less CPU, network, 

and memory used as compared to Table 12. 
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Table 13. NextCloud 100, 20 MB file no encryption results 

CPU User Avg CPU Sys Avg CPU Idle Avg CPU Wait Avg 

8.51% 1.16% 88.88% 1.42% 

Network Receive Avg Network Send Average 

597 Kilobytes/Second 11.96 Kilobytes/Second 

Memory Used Avg Memory Free Avg 

1775 Megabytes 3351 Megabytes 

 

NextCloud 2, 1 GB File Encryption Results 

Table 14 explains the CPU, network, and memory usage of the server computer with 2, 1 GB files being 

uploaded into an encrypted folder. As compared to Table 12-13, there is less CPU usage in Table XIII, but 

more network and memory usage. 

 

Table 14. NextCloud 2, 1 GB file encryption results 

CPU User Avg CPU Sys Avg CPU IdleAvg CPU Wait Avg 

6.76% 1.17% 90.9% 1.145% 

Network Receive Avg Network Send Average 

627 Kilobytes/Second 12.89 Kilobytes/Second 

Memory Used Avg Memory Free Avg 

2000 Megabytes 1654 Megabytes 

 

NextCloud 2, 1 GB File No Encryption Results 

Table 15 shows the CPU, network, and memory usage of the server computer with 2, 1 GB files being 

uploaded into a non-encrypted folder. In every category, Table 15 is more efficient than its encrypted 

counterpart, Table 14, but not by a significant amount. 
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Table 15. NextCloud 2, 1 GB file no encryption results 

CPU User Avg CPU Sys Avg CPU IdleAvg CPU Wait Avg 

4.8% .94% 93.2% .97% 

Network Receive Avg Network Send Average 

536 Kilobytes/Second 10.77 Kilobytes/Second 

Memory Used Avg Memory Free Avg 

1657 Megabytes 1376 Megabytes 

 

Comparisons 

We will first start out by comparing Seafile 10,000, 5 KB file encryption efficiency and 10,000, 5 KB file no 

encryption efficiency in Figure 2-4. 

 

Figure 2. Seafile 10,000 5 KB files CPU usage 

 

Figure 3. Seafile 10,000 5 KB files network usage 
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Figure 4. Seafile 10,000 5 KB files memory usage 

We can see from Figure 2-4 that the performance between the encrypted and not encrypted is similar. The 

encryption did use slightly more memory on average than having no encryption. Next, we will compare 

Seafile 100, 20 MB encryption efficiency and 100, 20 MB no encryption efficiency in Figure 5-7. 

 

Figure 5. Seafile 100 20 MB files CPU usage 
 

 

Figure 6. Seafile 100 20 MB files network usage 
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Figure 7. Seafile 100 20 MB files memory usage 

Figure 5-7 show that the average between the encryption efficiency and no encryption efficiency is 

similar. Overall, the no encryption efficiency is slightly less than the encryption efficiency. Next, we have 

compared Seafile 2, 1 GB encryption efficiency and 2, 1 GB no encryption efficiency in Figure 8, Figure 9, 

and Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 8. Seafile 2 1 GB files CPU usage 

 

Figure 9. Seafile 2 1 GB files network usage 
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Figure 10. Seafile 2 1 GB files memory usage 

Figure 8-10 shows that the average between the encryption efficiency and no encryption efficiency is 

similar. Overall, the no encryption efficiency is slightly less than the encryption efficiency. Thereafter we 

have compared NextCloud 10,000, 5 KB file encryption efficiency and 10,000, 5 KB file no encryption 

efficiency in Figure 11- 13. 

 

Figure 11. Seafile 10,000 5 KB files CPU usage 

 

Figure 12. Seafile 10,000 5 KB files network usage 
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Figure 13. Seafile 10,000 5 KB files memory usage 

Figure 11, Figure 12, and Figure 13 explain that there is not much of a difference between encryption 

efficiency and no encryption efficiency. On average, the memory usage of encryption is slightly more 

than that of no encryption and the CPU usage on average is very similar between the two. 

Further we have compared NextCloud 100, 20 MB encryption efficiency and 100, 20 MB no encryption 

efficiency in Figure 14- 16. 

 

Figure 14. NextCloud 100 20 MB files CPU usage 

 

Figure 15. NextCloud 100 20 MB files network usage 
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Figure 16. NextCloud 100 20 MB files memory usage 

From Figure 14-16, we can see that the no encryption efficiency is slightly more than the encryption 

efficiency overall between CPU, network, and memory usage. 

Finally, we have compared NextCloud 2, 1 GB encryption efficiency and 2, 1 GB no encryption efficiency 

in Figure 17-19. 

 

Figure 17. NextCloud 2 1 GB files CPU usage 

 

Figure 18. NextCloud 2 1 GB files network usage 
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Figure 19. NextCloud 2 1 GB files memory usage 

Overall, Figure 17-19 show that no encryption efficiency is slightly more than the encryption efficiency 

overall between CPU, network, and memory usage. 

 

Conclusion  

 

The efficiency and strength of encryption is constantly improving and for cloud storage, it is a necessity 

to have server-side encryption. Many big cloud storage providers such as Google Drive have many files 

being uploaded at once and if there was an inefficient encryption mechanism, it would overload the 

server. By doing these tests on encryption efficiency, we can help to see how well these server programs 

would perform in a bigger cloud storage environment with many users. Results that we got from this 

project were not what we expected, we thought that overall, the encryption efficiency would be less than 

the no encryption efficiency. However, some tests showed that encryption was more efficient than no 

encryption. The reason is probably because the encryption algorithm for both server programs is very 

lightweight and non-resource intensive. Overall, Seafile was much more efficient than NextCloud in this 

environment. While the original goal of this project was not to compare NextCloud and Seafile against 

each other, it became obvious through CPU usage that Seafile is much more efficient overall. From this 

research experiment, we can conclude that efficiency of the server-side encryption is similar to the 

efficiency of no server-side encryption. We also found that Seafile is higher in overall efficiency than 

NextCloud in the environment we did the experiment in. While the goal of this experiment wasn’t to 

compare the two, it is an experiment that can be done in the future. In addition, this research can also be 

expanded in the future by running more test cases and running the experiment in a different 

environment (such as having different hardware components for the server). It could even be expanded 

to test more cloud storage server software.  
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